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Award Winning Books from BC

PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Thorazine Beach
by Bradley Harris

tagged :

Winner 35th International 3-Day Novel Contest

Jack Minyard is a private eye down on his luck. He’s badly overweight and

on the wrong side of sixty. He’s lost his marriage, and maybe a little of his

mind, too. After narrowly escaping charges in a statewide fraud and money

laundering scandal, Jack has been working private contracts and counting on

the kindness of strangers (not to mention a pile of prescription drugs) to get

by. In a last-ditch play to resurrect his career, Jack takes on a case …
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eBookHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Beneath Cold Seas
The Underwater Wilderness of the Pacific Northwest

photographs by David Hall,  Christopher Newbert, foreword by

 Sarika Cullis-Suzukiintroduction by

tagged : plants & animals, photojournalism

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Beneath Cold Seas
The Underwater Wilderness of the Pacific Northwest

by David Hall,  Christopher Newbert, foreword by introduction by

Sarika Cullis-Suzuki

tagged : regional, plants & animals, oceans & seas

Breathtaking photographs and text by award-winning photographer David

 capture the magnificent marine life of North America's West Coast.Hall

The Pacific Coast of North America features the most diverse and visually

spectacular marine life of any temperate or cold-water ecosystem on the

planet. From tiny, candy-striped shrimp to the giant Pacific octopus, from

alabaster nudibranchs, luminous moon jellyfish, orchid sea stars, and

wolf-eels to Steller sea lions, white-sided dolphins, and so much mo …
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WORLD OF BC BOOKS
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Audacious
by Gabrielle Prendergast

tagged : novels in verse, art, emotions & feelings

Sixteen-year-old Raphaelle says the wrong thing, antagonizes the wrong
people and has the wrong attitude.

She can't do anything right except draw, but she draws the wrong pictures.

When her father moves the family to a small prairie city, Raphaelle wants to

make a new start. Reborn as "Ella," she tries to fit in at her new school. She's

drawn to Samir, a Muslim boy in her art class, and expresses her confused

feelings in explicit art. When a classmate texts a photo of Ella's art to a

younger frie …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

Alpine Warriors
by Bernadette McDonald

tagged : mountaineering, baltic states, adventurers & explorers

Winner of the 2015 Banff Mountain Film and Book Festival award for
Mountaineering History

 

After the Second World War a period of relative calm began in Josip Broz

Tito’s Yugoslavia. During the next thirty years citizens could travel freely if

they had the money. Most did not, but alpinists did.

 

Through elaborate training régimes and state-supported expeditions abroad,

Yugoslavian alpinists began making impressive climbs in the Himalaya as

early as 1960. By the ’70s, they were ascending the …
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WORLD OF BC BOOKS
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HardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Alpine Warriors
by Bernadette McDonald

tagged : mountaineering, baltic states, adventurers & explorers

Winner, Mountaineering History, 2015 Banff Mountain Book
Competition

From internationally renowned mountain historian Bernadette McDonald

comes a highly readable, intense and exciting look at the explosion of

Slovenian alpinism in the context of that country’s turbulent political history.

After the Second World War a period of relative calm began in Josip Broz

Tito’s Yugoslavia. During the next thirty years citizens could travel freely if

they had the money. Most did not, but alpinists did.

Thr …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

As Always
A Memoir of a Life in Writing

by Madeleine Gagnon,  Phyllis Aronoff & Howardtranslated by

Scott

tagged : literary

One of Canada’s greatest literary figures reflects on life at the centre of

Quebec literary arts. Re-examining the influences of her early life in a large,

rural Catholic family, Madeleine Gagnon not only explores her rejection of

unexamined values as part of her intellectual development but also her refusal

to be categorized by her gender.

Karl Marx replaced Paul Claudel in Gagnon’s intellectual pantheon.

Psychoanalysis gave rise to the desire to write, and her first works poured out

in a to …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

As Always
A Memoir of a Life in Writing

by Madeleine Gagnon,  Phyllis Aronoff & Howardtranslated by

Scott

tagged : literary

One of Canada’s greatest literary figures reflects on life at the centre of

Quebec literary arts. Re-examining the influences of her early life in a large,

rural Catholic family, Madeleine Gagnon not only explores her rejection of

unexamined values as part of her intellectual development but also her refusal

to be categorized by her gender.

Karl Marx replaced Paul Claudel in Gagnon’s intellectual pantheon.

Psychoanalysis gave rise to the desire to write, and her first works poured out

in a to …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS
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eBookeBookHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

“Métis”
Race, Recognition, and the Struggle for Indigenous Peoplehood

by Chris Andersen

tagged : native american studies, discrimination & race relations

Ask any Canadian what “Métis” means, and they will likely say “mixed race.”

Canadians consider Métis mixed in ways that other indigenous people are not,

and the census and courts have premised their recognition of Métis status on

this race-based understanding.

 

According to Andersen, Canada got it wrong. Our very preoccupation with

mixedness is not natural but stems from more than 150 years of sustained

labour on the part of the state and others. From its roots deep in the colonial

pas …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

eBookHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Oral History at the Crossroads
Sharing Life Stories of Survival and Displacement

by Steven High

tagged : social history, emigration & immigration, violence in society

Over the span of seven years, hundreds of people displaced by mass violence

told their stories to the Montreal Life Stories project. From the outset, the

project’s organizers sought to develop an alternative model to traditional oral

history practice, one where community members “shared authority” as equal

partners. Together, they challenged long-held beliefs about how oral stories

should be collected and shared. As a sustained reflection on this large-scale

experiment in collaborative res …
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WORLD OF BC BOOKS
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eBookHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

That Lonely Section of Hell
The Botched Investigation of a Serial Killer Who Almost Got Away

by Lorimer Shenher

tagged : serial killers, law enforcement, prostitution & sex trade

In this searing personal account, ex-police detective Lori Shenher (who

transitioned to male in 2015, and is now known as Lorimer) describes his role

in Vancouver's infamous Missing Women Investigation and unflinchingly

reveals his years-long struggle with Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder as a result

of working on the case. From his first assignment, in 1998, to investigate an

increase in the number of missing women to the harrowing 2002 interrogation

of convicted serial killer Robert Pickton, She …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Becoming Lin
by Tricia Dower

tagged : literary

It's 1965. Twenty-two-year-old Linda Wise despairs of escaping her

overprotective parents and her hometown, where far too many know she was

sexually assaulted as a teenager. Deliverance arrives in the form of marriage

to the charismatic, twenty-six-year-old Ronald Brunson, a newly ordained

Methodist minister who ignites her passion for social justice. Ron tells her

war and racial discrimination are symptoms of the "moral rot" destroying the

country, conjuring up something dark and rancid in her …
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CANADIAN INDIES
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eBookHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Capricious
by Gabrielle Prendergast

tagged : novels in verse, general (see also headings under social themes), dating & sex

Ella’s grade-eleven year was a disaster ( ), but as summerAudacious

approaches, things are looking up.

She’s back together with her brooding boyfriend, Samir, although they both

want to keep that a secret. She’s also best buddies with David and still not

entirely sure about making him boyfriend number two. Though part of her

wants to conform to high school norms, the temptation to be radical is just too

great. Managing two secret boyfriends proves harder than Ella expected,

especially when S …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Capricious
by Gabrielle Prendergast

tagged : general (see also headings under social themes), novels in verse, dating & sex

Ella’s grade-eleven year was a disaster ( ), but as summerAudacious

approaches, things are looking up.

She’s back together with her brooding boyfriend, Samir, although they both

want to keep that a secret. She’s also best buddies with David and still not

entirely sure about making him boyfriend number two. Though part of her

wants to conform to high school norms, the temptation to be radical is just too

great. Managing two secret boyfriends proves harder than Ella expected,

especially when S …
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eBookHardcoverAudiobookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Mooncakes
by Loretta Seto,  Renné Benoitillustrated by

tagged : asian

The lyrical story of a young girl who shares the special celebration of the
Chinese Moon Festival with her parents.

As they eat mooncakes, drink tea and watch the night sky together, Mama and

Baba tell ancient tales of a magical tree that can never be cut down, the Jade

Rabbit who came to live on the moon and one brave woman's journey to

eternal life. With a gentle focus on the importance of family,  isMooncakes

both a perfect book for parent and child to read together and an ideal choice

for sch …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

Mooncakes
by Loretta Seto,  Renné Benoitillustrated by

tagged : asian

Mooncakes is the lyrical story of a young girl who shares the special

celebration of the Chinese Moon Festival with her parents. As they eat

mooncakes, drink tea and watch the night sky together, Mama and Baba tell

ancient tales of a magical tree that can never be cut down, the Jade Rabbit

who came to live on the moon and one brave woman's journey to eternal life.

With a gentle focus on the importance of family,  is a perfect bookMooncakes

for parent and child to read together, while its educati …
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HardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Mooncakes
by Loretta Seto,  Renné Benoitillustrated by

tagged : asian

The lyrical story of a young girl who shares the special celebration of the
Chinese Moon Festival with her parents.

As they eat mooncakes, drink tea and watch the night sky together, Mama and

Baba tell ancient tales of a magical tree that can never be cut down, the Jade

Rabbit who came to live on the moon and one brave woman's journey to

eternal life. With a gentle focus on the importance of family,  isMooncakes

both a perfect book for parent and child to read together and an ideal choice

for sch …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookHardcoverAudiobookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Uncle Wally's Old Brown Shoe
by (artist) Wallace Edwards

tagged : nursery rhymes, imagination & play

Uncle Wally's Old Brown Shoe, inspired by the familiar nursery rhyme The

, follows the course of one very unusual shoe as itHouse That Jack Built

travels through a fascinating, imaginative world to encounter an assortment of

quirky characters. The imaginative text and cumulative story are sure to

enthrall young readers, as will the detailed illustrations. Children and adults

will delight in finding the whimsical objects and hidden meanings in the

layered colorful artwork, reminiscent of Wallace …
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WORLD OF BC BOOKS
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

Uncle Wally's Old Brown Shoe
by Wallace Edwards

tagged : nursery rhymes, imagination & play

Uncle Wally's Old Brown Shoe, inspired by the familiar nursery rhyme The

, follows the course of one very unusual shoe as itHouse That Jack Built

travels through a fascinating, imaginative world to encounter an assortment of

quirky characters. The imaginative text and cumulative story are sure to

enthrall young readers, as will the detailed illustrations. Children and adults

will delight in finding the whimsical objects and hidden meanings in the

layered colorful artwork, reminiscent of Wallace …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

HardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Uncle Wally's Old Brown Shoe
by (artist) Wallace Edwards

tagged : nursery rhymes, imagination & play

Uncle Wally's Old Brown Shoe, inspired by the familiar nursery rhyme The

, follows the course of one very unusual shoe as itHouse That Jack Built

travels through a fascinating, imaginative world to encounter an assortment of

quirky characters. The imaginative text and cumulative story are sure to

enthrall young readers, as will the detailed illustrations. Children and adults

will delight in finding the whimsical objects and hidden meanings in the

layered colorful artwork, reminiscent of Wallace …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES
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HardcoverEDITION:

The Riddlemaster
by Kevin Crossley-Holland,  Stéphane Jorischillustrated by

tagged : imagination & play

Anouk, Ben and Cara dream of a fabulous treasure buried on the golden

island across the harbor. A mysterious and grizzled old man offers them

passage on his boat, but only if they can solve seven vexing riddles. If they

succeed, a strange and magical prize awaits them.

Enchanting illustrations by Stéphane Jorisch illuminate this story by one of

Britain's best-loved children's authors.

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

eBookEDITION:

Cretacea
and Other Stories from the Badlands

by Martin West

tagged : short stories (single author)

Montaigne Medal Finalist (Eric Hoffer Awards). Winner of a gold IPPY.

The stories in  mostly takeCretacea and Other Stories from the Badlands

place in hot weather, where dust and sweat envelop everyone and everything.

A teenage boy spends a summer with his hard-livin’, hard-drinkin’, messed

up uncle and has to fight for a position in his new, temporary “family.” A

recent widower gets swept up in the world of the local swingers’ scene. A

band of misfits struggles to survive at a makeshif …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS
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eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

The Heaviness of Things That Float
A Novel

by Jennifer Manuel

tagged : literary

Jennifer Manuel skilfully depicts the lonely world of Bernadette, a woman

who has spent the last forty years living alone on the periphery of a remote

West Coast First Nations reserve, serving as a nurse for the community. This

is a place where truth and myth are deeply intertwined and stories are "like

organisms all their own, life upon life, the way moss grows around poplar

trunks and barnacles atop crab shells, the way golden chanterelles spring from

hemlock needles. They spread in the cove w …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

HardcoverEDITION:

A Disappearance in Damascus
A Story of Friendship and Survival in the Shadow of War

by Deborah Campbell

tagged : personal memoirs, editors, journalists, publishers

Winner of the Hilary Weston Writers' Trust Prize for Non-Fiction:

In the midst of an unfolding international crisis, the renowned journalist

Deborah Campbell finds herself swept up in the mysterious

disappearance of Ahlam, her guide, "fixer," and friend. Her frank,

personal account of her journey to rescue her, and the triumph of

friendship and courage over terrorism, is as riveting as it is illuminating. 
The story begins in 2007 when Deborah Campbell travels undercover to

Damascus to report o …
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PaperbackEDITION:

If I Were in a Cage I'd Reach Out for
You
by Adèle Barclay

tagged : canadian, women authors

If I Were in a Cage I'd Reach Out for You is a collection that travels through

both time and place, liminally occupying the chasm between Canadiana and

Americana mythologies. These poems dwell in surreal pockets of the

everyday warped landscapes of modern cities and flood into the murky basin

of the intimate.

 

Amidst the comings and goings, there's a sincere desire to connect to others,

an essential need to reach out, to redraft the narratives that make kinship

radical and near. These poems are l …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: DISCOVER THE DIVERSE

WORLD OF BC BOOKS

HardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

The Skeleton Tree
by Iain Lawrence

tagged : survival stories

Now in paperback! This stark and commercial survival story is a

modern-day Hatchet.

Less than 48 hours after twelve-year-old Chris casts off on a trip to sail down

the Alaskan coast with his uncle, their boat sinks. The only survivors are

Chris and a boy named Frank, who hates Chris immediately. Chris and Frank

have no radio, no flares, no food. Suddenly, they've got to find a way to

forage, fish and scavenge supplies from the shore. Chris likes the company of

a curious friendly raven more than …
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HardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

My Heart Fills With Happiness
by Monique Gray Smith,  Julie Flettillustrated by

tagged : emotions & feelings, native canadian

 "A quiet loveliness, sense of gratitude, and—yes—happiness emanate
from this tender celebration of simple pleasures."-- ,Publishers Weekly

starred review

The sun on your face. The smell of warm bannock baking in the oven.

Holding the hand of someone you love. What fills your heart with happiness?

This beautiful board book, with illustrations from celebrated artist Julie Flett,

serves as a reminder for little ones and adults alike to reflect on and cherish

the moments in life that bring us …

INCLUDED IN THE SPONSORED COLLECTION: NEW EBOOKS FROM

CANADIAN INDIES

eBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Embers
One Ojibway's Meditations

by Richard Wagamese

tagged : inspiration & personal growth

"Life sometimes is hard. There are challenges. There are difficulties. There is

pain. As a younger man I sought to avoid them and only ever caused myself

more of the same. These days I choose to face life head on--and I have

become a comet. I arc across the sky of my life and the harder times are the

friction that lets the worn and tired bits drop away. It's a good way to travel;

eventually I will wear away all resistance until all there is left of me is light. I

can live towards that end."

--Ric …
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HardcovereBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Written as I Remember It
Teachings (ms tw) from the Life of a Sliammon Elder

by Elsie Paul,  Paige Raibmon & Harmony Johnsonwith

tagged : native american studies, native american, post-confederation (1867-), british
columbia (bc)

Long before vacationers discovered BC’s Sunshine Coast, the Sliammon, a

Coast Salish people, called the region home. In this remarkable book,

Sliammon elder Elsie Paul collaborates with a scholar, Paige Raibmon, and

her granddaughter, Harmony Johnson, to tell her life story and the history of

her people, in her own words and storytelling style. Raised by her

grandparents who took her on their seasonal travels, Paul spent most of her

childhood learning Sliammon ways, teachings, and stories and …
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PaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Oral History at the Crossroads
Sharing Life Stories of Survival and Displacement

by Steven High

tagged : social history, emigration & immigration, violence in society

Over the span of seven years, hundreds of people displaced by mass violence

told their stories to the Montreal Life Stories project. From the outset, the

project’s organizers sought to develop an alternative model to traditional oral

history practice, one where community members “shared authority” as equal

partners. Together, they challenged long-held beliefs about how oral stories

should be collected and shared. As a sustained reflection on this large-scale

experiment in collaborative res …
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HardcovereBookALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

The Muslim Question in Canada
A Story of Segmented Integration

by Abdolmohammad Kazemipur

tagged : emigration & immigration, canadian

To those who study the integration of immigrants in Western countries, both

Muslims and Canada are seen to be exceptions to the rule. Muslims are often

perceived as unable or unwilling to integrate, mostly due to their religious

beliefs, and Canada is portrayed as a model for successful integration. This

book addresses the intersection of these two types of exceptionalism through

an empirical study of the experiences of Muslim integration within Canadian

society. Replete with practical implicati …
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PaperbackHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Leaky Governance
Alternative Service Delivery and the Myth of Water Utility Independence

by Kathryn Furlong

tagged : city planning & urban development, water supply, environmental policy

Municipalities around the world face important water supply challenges. One

response has been alternative service delivery (ASD). For its proponents,

ASD is a way to have independence from municipal government without

relinquishing control over the utility; for its detractors, it is privatization under

another name. Yet the organizational barriers offered by ASD are at best

leaky. Deeply interdependent, both water management and municipal

governance must be strengthened to meet contemporary wate …
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eBookHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

French Canadians, Furs, and
Indigenous Women in the Making of the
Pacific Northwest
by Jean Barman

tagged : pre-confederation (to 1867), native american, women's studies, quebec (qc), british
columbia (bc)

Jean Barman rewrites the history of the Pacific Northwest from the

perspective of the French Canadians involved in the fur economy, the

Indigenous women whose presence in their lives encouraged them to stay, and

their descendants. For half a century, French Canadians were the region’s

largest group of newcomers, facilitating early overland crossings, driving the

fur economy, initiating non-wholly-Indigenous agricultural settlement, and

easing relations with Indigenous peoples. When the region …
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perspective of the French Canadians involved in the fur economy, the

Indigenous women whose presence in their lives encouraged them to stay, and

their descendants. For half a century, French Canadians were the region’s

largest group of newcomers, facilitating early overland crossings, driving the

fur economy, initiating non-wholly-Indigenous agricultural settlement, and

easing relations with Indigenous peoples. When the region …
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HardcoverPaperbackALSO AVAILABLE:

eBookEDITION:

Equality Deferred
Sex Discrimination and British Columbia’s Human Rights State, 1953-84

by Dominique Clément

tagged : discrimination, post-confederation (1867-), gender studies, british columbia (bc)

In  Dominique Clément traces the history of sexEquality Deferred,

discrimination in Canadian law and the origins of human rights legislation.

Focusing on British Columbia – the first jurisdiction to prohibit

discrimination on the basis of sex – he documents a variety of absurd, almost

unbelievable, acts of discrimination. Drawing on previously undisclosed

human rights commission records, Clément explores the rise and fall of what

was once the country’s most progressive human rights legal …
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eBookHardcoverALSO AVAILABLE:

PaperbackEDITION:

Coping with Calamity
Environmental Change and Peasant Response in Central China, 1736-1949

by Jiayan Zhang

tagged : china, natural disasters, disasters & disaster relief, rivers, historical geography

The Jianghan Plain in central China has been shaped by its relationship with

water. Once a prolific rice-growing region that drew immigrants to its fertile

paddy fields, it has, since the eighteenth century, become prone to devastating

flooding and waterlogging. Over time, population pressures and dike building

left more and more people in the region vulnerable to frequent water

calamities. The first environmental and socioeconomic history of the region, 

 considers the Jiangh …Coping with Calamity
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eBookEDITION:

Accusation
Creating Criminals

edited by George Pavlich & Matthew P. Unger

tagged : criminology, legal writing

Much critical scholarship has detailed the punitive effects of accusations that

lead to criminalization. Less well documented is the founding role that

accusation plays in creating potential criminals. In an attempt at redress, this

collection foregrounds how ideas and rituals of accusation initiate

criminalization processes. It offers various perspectives on the mechanisms by

which legal persons come to be identified as suitable subjects for criminal

justice arenas. By analyzing how criminal ac …
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